CAREERS FOR

Management Information Systems

MAJORS

Anderson School of Management offers a Bachelor of Business Administration with different concentrations. ASM’s BBA MIS concentration focuses on teaching students how to analyze, design, implement, and manage technology systems within an organization. MIS often involves learning about computer databases, networks, and computer security.

Management information systems are computer systems that consist of both hardware and software that gathers data from multiple online systems. The MIS system analyzes this information and reports the data which helps in the decision making process of an organization. MIS is an integrative field between business and technology. MIS involves both computer skills and the ability to work well with others and have excellent communication skills. MIS majors can work in a variety of areas such as private or public sectors, government, university settings, etc.

UNM offers a MS in Information Systems and Assurance. The areas of study include cybersecurity, data analytics, database management, fraud and financial forensics, etc. A Master’s could provide more in-depth knowledge for high level job options.

Industries & Job Titles

Computer Systems Analyst
Computer User Support Specialist
Data network security administrators
Interface Designer
Network administrators
Project managers

Revenue Management Analyst
Software engineers
Systems analysts
Technical consultants
Web developers

Top Companies*

Advanced Network Management Inc.
Apex Evaluation
Fidelity Investments
General Dynamics Information Technology, Inc.
IBM

Intel
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Oracle
Sandia National Laboratory
Science and Engineering Associates, Inc.

*These companies have hired graduates from UNM Anderson School of Management.
Salary Information*
Computer and Information Systems Managers

*Career One Stop

Information Security Analysts

*Career One Stop
Tips

- Get an up-close look at MIS professionals by conducting an informational interview with someone in the field.
- To stand out during the job search, one may consider obtaining a relevant internship during undergraduate studies. To identify potential internships, please visit Handshake.
- To identify which industry or area would be best suitable within the field, it may be helpful to job shadow or conduct an informational interview to learn about different career options.

Learn More

Association for Information Systems
Information Resources Management Association
International Association of Computer Information Systems
Management Information Systems Association
Network Exploitation Security Team
Register for Handshake: Jobs for Lobos

O*NET; Computer Systems Analysts
Occupational Outlook Handbook; Computer and Information Systems Managers
Student Activities Center; Beta Alpha Psi - Theta Xi Chapter; Network Exploitation Security Team
Buzzfile Employers by Major; Management Information Systems

Questions?
Visit UNM Career Services in person! See our website for onsite drop-in hours. Email onlinecareerservices@unm.edu or call 277-2531 to schedule an appointment.